Role of Committee

The Committee on Student Life is devoted to maintaining the quality of life for the students of Syracuse University and SUNY ESF. Through facilitating cooperation between the student body and administration, the committee on Student Life strives to enhance the college experience of the students and faculty at this school. As the defenders of the students we look to enhance and review areas across campus dealing with residence life, transportation, safety, food services, recreational services, and many more.

Role of Chair

1. Provide leadership and management of the student life committee
2. Create agenda for meetings
3. Assign tasks on initiatives to assist in the completion of the goal
4. Assign demerits to members who don’t do their jobs
5. Maintain thorough contact with Cabinet and the public relations committee to update on initiatives
6. Organize bi-weekly shuttles to Wegmans and Target
7. Organize destination buses to NYC, DC, NJ, Philly, and Boston for Thanksgiving and Spring break
8. Organize shuttles to RTC and the airport for Thanksgiving and Spring break
9. Organize shuttles to participate in seasonal activities (i.e. pumpkin picking in Fall of 2014)

Role of Vice Chair

10. Take attendance
11. Keep meeting running efficiently
12. Provide input on major decisions such as assigning tasks and cutting initiatives
13. Works in place in the absence of chair
14. Assist in following up with committee members on initiatives

Role of Initiative Captain(s) - One for every initiative

1. Lead the initiative, i.e. make contact with appropriate people, set up meetings, etc.
2. Report back to the chair or vice chair supervising you and give updates at every committee meeting